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Abstract Sentiment analysis is a domain of study that focuses on identifying and
classifying the ideas expressed in the form of text into positive, negative and neutral
polarities. Feature selection is a crucial process in machine learning. In this paper, we
aim to study the performance of different feature selection techniques for sentiment
analysis. Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used as the fea-
ture extraction technique for creating feature vocabulary. Various Feature Selection
(FS) techniques are experimented to select the best set of features from feature vo-
cabulary. The selected features are trained using different machine learning classifiers
Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision Tree (DT) and
Naive Bayes (NB). Ensemble techniques Bagging and Random Subspace are applied
on classifiers to enhance the performance on sentiment analysis. We show that, when
the best FS techniques are trained using ensemble methods achieve remarkable re-
sults on sentiment analysis. We also compare the performance of FS methods trained
using Bagging, Random Subspace with varied neural network architectures. We show
that FS techniques trained using ensemble classifiers outperform neural networks re-
quiring significantly less training time and parameters thereby eliminating the need
for extensive hyper-parameter tuning.
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1 Introduction
Feature engineering is the process of constructing feature set using the properties of
data that leverage the performance of machine learning algorithms. However, these
features can be of very high dimensions and are difficult to train. Dimensionality re-
duction is one of the most popular methods used for mapping higher dimensional
features to lower dimension meaningful representations [1]. Feature Extraction and
Feature Selection are the two types of dimensionality reduction techniques [2]. Fea-
ture extraction constructs new features using combinations of original features and
projects them into a lower dimensional space. On the other hand, Feature Selection
(FS) aims to select a subset of features that are highly relevant using a criterion mea-
sure. Feature Selection techniques can be broadly categorized into supervised and un-
supervised. Filter and Wrapper methods are some of the Supervised FS techniques.
Wrapper models form clusters of feature subsets from the entire feature set. They
heuristically select features by measuring the accuracy of machine learning algo-
rithm trained on the selected feature subset [3]. However, Wrapper methods are com-
putationally expensive and infeasible if there are huge number of features. Wrappers
methods may try to overfit with small training data and more parameters [3]. Filter
methods on the other hand, select features using a statistical measure, for example
correlation. Relief [4], Chi-Square [5] and Information Gain are some of the filter
methods. Filter methods are independent of the training algorithm and hence prevent
feature bias from interacting with training algorithm bias. In this paper, we concen-
trate on Filter methods for sentiment analysis.
The rapid advancements of technology has led to the invention of social media ap-
plications like facebook, twitter and e-commerce companies Amazon, Alibaba. Sen-
timent analysis plays a significant role in many real world applications. The aim of
sentiment analysis is to classify text sentences into either of the predefined polarities
positive, negative and neutral. In early days, sentiment analysis was performed using
lexicon based methods. Bag-of-Words (BoW) [6] and Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) have been the most popular feature extraction techniques.
Machine learning classifiers Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Naive Bayes (NB)
were used to train these features [12]. A variant of Naive Bayes and Support Vec-
tor Machines, NB-SVM achieved excellent results on text classification [13]. With
the growth of deep learning, several neural network architectures were proposed to
deal with text data. Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) were introduced for handling
sequential information. However, RNN suffered from vanishing [14] and exploding
gradient problems [15]. Hence, Long Short Term Memory Network (LSTM) was in-
troduced [16]. Convolution Neural Network (CNN) architectures were proposed for
sentence classification [17] and text classification [18]. However, all these architec-
tures require extensive hyperparameter tuning and large number of parameters for
training.
Often, training a single machine learning classifier might not be able to draw
robust decision boundary for classification. The classifier might show high bias lead-
ing to overfitting or high variance leading to underfitting. This can be avoided by
training multiple classifiers together and then use their combined predictions. This
is called Ensemble Learning. Bagging [19] and Random Subspace [20] are the two
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most popular ensemble methods. Ensemble techniques have shown to perform better
than individual classifiers.
The objective of this paper is to perform extensive evaluation of different FS tech-
niques for sentiment analysis. The features selected are trained using different ma-
chine learning classifiers Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Decision Trees (DT) and Naive Bayes (NB). To further enhance the performance, en-
semble techniques Bagging and Random Subspace are used to train classifiers. We
show that FS techniques trained using ensemble techniques achieve remarkable per-
formance on sentiment analysis. We also compare the performance of best FS tech-
niques trained using ensemble methods with neural network architectures on stan-
dard benchmark datasets. We show that FS techniques trained using Bagging and
Random Subspace achieved better results compared to neural networks with signif-
icantly less time and model parameters thereby eliminating the need for extensive
hyper-parameter tuning.
The main contributions of the paper include:
– Different Feature Selection techniques are experimented for sentiment analysis.
– The features are trained using machine learning classifiers and ensemble tech-
niques, bagging and random subspace.
– Effectiveness of FS techniques trained using Ensemble classifiers is experimented
on several standard benchmark datasets and compared with various neural net-
work architectures.
2 Related Work
Morinaga [21] performed mining product reputations on web using characteristic
word extraction, word co-occurrence analysis. This served as a starting point for
opinion mining on customer reviews. Machine learning classifiers like SVM, Naive
Bayes were trained to perform sentiment classification on product reviews which
outperformed human crafted features [12]. Bag-of-Words was the feature extraction
technique used for composing feature vocabulary. However, selecting words based on
the count threshold often ignores the most important words which occur rarely. Hence
TF-IDF was introduced which proved to be better feature extraction technique [22].
Although, a feature vocabulary is formed, it is important to reduce the feature
dimensions by selecting the features that are vital in expressing the sentiment. There-
fore, FS techniques are crucial in reducing the training time and for improving the
performance of training algorithm [23]. Information Gain (IG), Mutual Information
(MI), Chi-Square were used as the FS techniques for performing sentiment analy-
sis on chinese documents [24]. Entropy Weighted Genetic Algorithm (EWGA), a
combination of IG and genetic algorithm improved the accuracy of sentiment classi-
fication [25]. Fisher’s discriminant ratio is used as the feature selection criterion for
performing sentiment classification. [27].
A variant of Categorical Proportion Difference (CPD), Categorical Probability
Proportion Difference (CPPD) is proposed to perform sentiment classification [26].
They also used Parts-Of-Speech (POS) based adjectives and adverbs as the features in
conjunction with features extracted using IG and Minimum Redundancy Maximum
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Relevancy (mRMR). These features are used to perform sentiment analysis on 4 dif-
ferent datasets (Books, DVD, Electronics, Kitchen) [28]. Chakrit [29] improved the
performance of sentiment analysis for teacher evaluation using feature selection tech-
niques and ensemble technique Voting. They used Chi-Square as the feature selection
technique and used ensemble techniques to improve the classifiers performance. An
adaptive two stage feature selection is proposed for sentiment classification [30]. In
the first stage feature scores are generated from training data and then weights the
scores based on the test data samples.
An improved Chi-Square FS is proposed based on Chi-Square for performing
Arabic Text Classification [31]. Oussous [32] performed a study on the effects of
pre-processing and ensemble learning for Arabic text classification. An evolution-
ary ensemble learning is proposed for reducing the problem of domain adaptation
of sentiment analysis [33]. Memetic FS technique is proposed based on Frequency
difference for multi-label text categorization [34]. Multivariate filter method Multi-
variate Relative Discriminative Criterion (MRDC) is proposed based on the Relative
discriminative criterion (RDC) and correlation between features [35].
Recently, Sentiment Classification is performed using feature fusion. A rich fea-
ture set is formed by the fusion of word embedding, sentiment, statistical and linguis-
tic knowledge [36]. An Adaptive Fusion and Category-Level Dictionary Learning
Model is proposed for Multi-View Human Action Recognition [37]. An adaptive fu-
sion of information from multiple domains is obtained using feature level fusion and
score level fusion. A Cognitive-inspired class-statistics matching method with triple-
constraint (CSTC) is introduced for 3D object retrieval [38]. For each feature in the
class, Gaussian Probabilistic models are built which captures generality.
In this paper, an extensive performance analysis is conducted on various FS tech-
niques for performing sentiment classification.
3 Methodology
The proposed analysis is performed in 4 stages. Preprocessing is done in first stage
which involves cleaning the text data. Feature extraction and Feature selection is
performed in stage 2. Stage 3 involves training the features using machine learning
classifiers. Ensemble techniques are applied on classifiers and performance is evalu-
ated in the final stage. Figure 1 describes the stages involved in the experimentation.
3.1 Preprocessing
The reviews are preprocessed as follows:
– The entire text is lower cased.
– Any character not in a-zA-Z is filtered out.
– Stopwords are not removed.
– Words like can’t are replaced by cannot.
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Fig. 1: Flow diagram of the proposed analysis
3.2 TF-IDF
TF-IDF is an unsupervised feature extraction algorithm which deals at the lexical
level of data. It is based upon the frequency of the words in the text. TF stands for term
frequency which calculates how many times that word has occurred in the documents.
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It is calculated as:
T F(w) =
Number of times word w appears in a document d
Total number words in a document d
(1)
Inverse document frequency gives more importance to the rarely occurring words in
the documents. It is calculated as:
IDF(w) = loge
Total number of documents
Total number of documents with word w in them
(2)
TF-IDF score is calculated as:
T F− IDF(w) = T F(w)× IDF(w) (3)
3.3 Feature Selection Techniques
We use the following notations for all the feature selection techniques: n f denotes
frequency of documents containing feature f . n f denotes frequency of documents
not containing feature f . nck denotes the frequency of documents belonging to cate-
gory ck. nck denotes the frequency of documents not belonging to category ck. n f ,ck
denotes the frequency of the feature f for class ck. n f ,ck denotes the frequency of the
documents containing feature f but not in class ck. n f ,ck denotes frequency of the
documents that doesn’t contain feature f belonging to class ck. n f ,ck denotes the fre-
quency of documents that doesn’t contain feature f that doesn’t belong to category
ck. N is the number of documents.
3.3.1 Odds Ratio (OR)
Odds Ratio measures the odds of a feature occurring in positive category. When the
feature occurs more in positive category then it has a higher score. If the feature
occurs more in negative category then its has a lesser score. If the feature occurs
equally in both the categories then its score is 0. It is calculated as :
OR( f ) = loge
OR( f ,c1)
OR( f ,c0)
(4)
3.3.2 Chi-Square (Chi)
Chi-Square measures the relationship between variables. If the value is zero means
that the variables are completely independent. If the variables have higher χ2, they
are very closely related to each other. In sentiment analysis, χ2 test is used as a feature
selection technique. It measures the relationship between feature and target variable.
If the value if higher, then the feature is of higher importance. χ2 is one of the most
efficient feature selection techniques in sentiment analysis. It is calculated as:
χ˜2( f ) =
C
∑
k=1
nk
N
×χ2( f ,ck)
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3.3.3 GSS Coefficient(GSS)
GSS coefficient was proposed by Galavotti, Sebastiani and Simi [41]. It is a sim-
plified χ2 function. It has low values for features that are very rare but have high
correlation coefficient. Since rarely occurring features are less effective, it eliminates
those features and hence frequent features have higher GSS scores. It is measured
using the formula:
GSS( f ) = max
1≤k≤|C|
GSS( f ,ck) (5)
GSS( f ,ck) = (n f ,ck ×n f ,ck)− (n f ,ck ×n f ,ck) (6)
3.3.4 Bi-Normal Separation (BNS)
Bi-Normal Separation of a feature is calculated by measuring the occurrence of the
feature in each document. It is the event of random normal variable which exceeds
certain threshold. The area under the curve beyond that threshold denotes the preva-
lence rate. If the feature is more frequent, it means that it’s area is larger. It is calcu-
lated as:
BNS( f ) =
C
∑
k=1
nk
N
×BNS( f ,ck) (7)
BNS( f ,ck) = (F−1(
n f ,ck
nck
)−F−1(n f ,ck
nck
)) (8)
3.3.5 Count Difference (CD)
Count difference was proposed by Jihong Cai and Fei Song [42]. Count difference
measures the difference of frequency count of a feature in positive class and negative
class. If the CD value is higher then the feature occurs more in positive class. If the
value is more negative it means it occurred more in negative class. It is normalized
by taking the ratio of count difference to total frequency of the feature. For a binary
classification it is calculated as :
CD( f ) =
∣∣∣∣n f ,c1 −n f ,c0n f
∣∣∣∣ (9)
3.3.6 Improved Chi-Square (Imp Chi-Sq)
Improved Chi-Square was proposed based on Chi-Square for Arabic text classifi-
cation [31]. Generally, Chi-Square value is calculated for all the features. Features
within the threshold limit are selected irrespective of class label. However, in Im-
proved Chi-Square a constraint is imposed on the number of features to be selected for
each class. Hence, features selected will be fairly represented across all the classes.
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3.3.7 Multivariate Relative Discriminative Criterion (MRDC)
Multivariate Relative Discriminative Criterion (MRDC) for a feature is measured
based on the Relative discriminative criterion (RDC) [43] and correlation between
features [35]. Correlation between feature wi and w j is:
correlation(wi,w j) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
|n|
d=1( fi,d− fi)( f j,d− f j)√
∑|n|d=1( fi,d− fi)2
√
∑|n|d=1( f j,d− f j)2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (10)
fi, f j are the count vectors of features wi and w j respectively for all the sentences. fi
and f j are the mean values of feature vectors. MRDC for a feature wi is measured as:
MRDC(wi) = RDC(wi)− ∑
wi 6=w j ,w j∈S
correlation(wi,w j) (11)
3.4 Classification
The features selected after applying these feature selection techniques are trained us-
ing machine learning classifiers. Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines
with RBF (SVM-RBF) and Linear Kernels (SVM-L), Decision Trees (DT), Multino-
mial Naive Bayes (MNB), Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB) are the classifiers used for
performing sentiment classification.
3.4.1 Logistic Regression(LR)
Logistic Regression is a supervised classifier and it is a variant of linear regression.
It calculates the linear product of the weight parameters (W ) and the input variables
(X). It then applies sigmoid function on the linear product and calculates the prob-
ability. If the probability is greater than 0.5, it assigns label “1” else it assigns label
as “0”. It works by finding the best set of weight parameters minimizing the loss
function. LR is the building block of Multilayer perceptron.
P(y = 1|x) = hθ (x) = 1
1+ e−θT x
(12)
Cost Function to train LR is:
J(θ) =
−1
m ∑y loghθ (x)+(1− y) log(1−hθ (x)) (13)
3.4.2 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines are one of the most powerful supervised machine learning
classification algorithms frequently used in image classification and text classifica-
tion. It transforms the data points into a higher dimensional space so that the data
points can be separated linearly. Its builds model by finding a hyperplane that best
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separates the points. Its main objective is to reduce the sum of the distances of all
the data points to that hyperplane. Functions called kernels, decides the hyperplanes
to be chosen. If the data can be linearly separated by hyperplane then linear kernel
is used. For non-linear data, Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel is used. The cost
function to train a SVM is:
J(w,b) = minw,b
1
2
||w||2 (14)
y(i)(wT x(i)+b)≥ 1, i = 1,2, ...,m (15)
3.4.3 Decision Tree
Decision Tree works by constructing tree with internal nodes containing conditions
and the leaf nodes containing the class labels. It selects the features to split by cal-
culating information gain and entropy on the feature. The feature with maximum
information gain is selected because it provides maximum amount of information
when the split is done on the feature. When new data is to be labelled, it is passed to
all the internal nodes finally leading to the leaf node. The majority label in that leaf
node is assigned to that data.
3.4.4 Naive Bayes
Naive Bayes is one of the most frequently used classification algorithms for text clas-
sification. Naive Bayes algorithm is based on the bayes probability theorem. There
are different variants of naive bayes like Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB), Multinomial
Naive Bayes (MNB) and Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB) based on the distributions.
Let f (i) ∈ RV be the feature count vector for ith training sample where V is the fea-
ture set. Let f (i)j be the count of Vj for training case i. Generally in MNB, the feature
vector for input sentence x(k) is f (k) whereas for BNB x(k) = f (k) = 1 ( f (k) > 1). In
BNB, for each feature word in the sentence, if the frequency of the feature word is
greater than 1, feature value is taken as 1 and for frequency count 0, it is taken 0.
Hence, BNB is also called Boolean Naive Bayes. However for MNB, we find that
binarizing features showed better results [44]. Hence for MNB, if feature is present
in a sentence, the feature value is 1 else it is 0.
3.5 Ensemble Techniques
3.5.1 Bagging Ensemble (Bag)
It is a bootstrap ensemble that creates subsets of data from the original data with re-
placement. Base Classifiers are trained on each of the data subsets and the individual
predictions are combined to output the final prediction. Bagging helps in improving
the performance of a weak classifier by training multiple weak classifiers on subsets
of original data.
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3.5.2 Random Subspace Ensemble (RS)
Let F = { f1, f2, f3, ....., fn} denote the feature set. For training C classifiers, C subsets
of features are collected with size of each subset being M. Base Classifiers are trained
on all the subsets and the predictions are combined using voting method or average
to output the final prediction. When the data is small and the number of features are
large, RS avoids overfitting by selecting subsets of features thereby reducing feature
dimensionality.
4 Experiments
In this section, we analyze the performance of different FS techniques for sentiment
analysis. For the experiments, we used Amazon Reviews Dataset (ARD), IMDB
Reviews Dataset (IRD), Yelp Reviews Datasets (YRD) [39]. The statistics of these
datasets are shown in table 1. Features selected using FS techniques are trained using
Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machines with RBF and Linear Kernels,
Decision Tree, Multinomial Naive Bayes (MNB) and Bernoulli Naive Bayes (BNB).
These classifiers are further trained using Ensemble methods Bagging and Random
Subspace.
To evaluate the performance of the FS techniques, Accuracy and F1-score are
used as the metrics. We used both metrics to measure the effectiveness of the feature
selection techniques. Accuracy is the ratio of number of correctly classified samples
to the total number of samples. It is defined as:
Accuracy =
T P+T N
(T P+FP+FN +T N)
(16)
where TP denotes number of True positives, FP denotes False Positives, FN denotes
False negatives, TN denotes True Negatives. Accuracy alone sometimes might be
ineffective in classification problems because accuracy doesn’t take into account of
False positives. Therefore F1-score is used. It is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall. F1 score is defined as:
F1−Score = 2∗ precision∗ recall
(precision+ recall)
(17)
Where Precision is the ratio of number of True Positives to number of True Positives
and False Positives. Recall is the ratio of number of True Positives to number of True
Positives and the number of False Positives.
precision =
Truepositives
Truepositives+Falsepositives
(18)
recall =
Truepositives
Truepositives+Falsenegatives
(19)
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Table 1: Statistics of the Datasets
Dataset Positive Negative Train Test
Amazon 500 500 700 300
IMDB 500 500 700 300
Yelp 500 500 700 300
MR 5331 5331 7108 3554
Books 1000 1000 1600 400
DVD 1000 1000 1600 400
Electronics 1000 1000 1600 400
Kitchen 1000 1000 1600 400
5 Results and Discussion
Tables 2, 3, 4 show the accuracy scores of FS techniques trained using Base Clas-
sifiers, Bagging and Random Subspace on Amazon dataset respectively. Tables 5,
6, 7 show the accuracy scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers, Bag-
ging and Random Subspace on IMDB dataset respectively. Tables 8, 9, 10 show the
accuracy scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers, Bagging and Ran-
dom Subspace on Yelp dataset respectively. Tables 11, 12, 13 show the F1-scores
of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers, Bagging and Random Subspace on
Amazon dataset respectively. Tables 14, 15, 16 show the F1-scores of FS techniques
trained using Base Classifiers, Bagging and Random Subspace on IMDB dataset
respectively. Tables 17, 18, 19 show the F1-scores of FS techniques trained using
Base Classifiers, Bagging and Random Subspace on Yelp dataset respectively. Re-
sults show that Ensemble classifiers achieved significantly better results than base
classifiers.
Table 2: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers for ARD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 71.67 73 71.67 65.67 70 70
Chi-Sq 79.67 78.67 82 76.33 82.33 82
GSS 81 79.67 80 77 78.67 79.33
BNS 81.33 76.33 81.33 80.67 80.33 76.33
CD 80.33 80.67 79.33 79.33 79 79.33
Imp Chi-Sq 78 79 78 74.67 74.33 75
MRDC 67.33 67.33 66.33 62.67 68 67.67
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Table 3: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble
Classifiers on ARD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 74.33 73.67 74.33 68.67 71 73.67
Chi-Sq 80.67 78.67 82.67 79 82.33 82.33
GSS 83 81.33 83 80 80.33 81.33
BNS 82.33 79 82.67 81.67 81.67 82
CD 83.33 82 83.33 81.33 81 82
Imp Chi-Sq 80.67 80.33 81.33 74.33 75.33 78.67
MRDC 69.33 69.67 69.67 65.67 69.67 70.67
Table 4: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace
Ensemble Classifiers on ARD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 73.67 74 74 68.33 73.33 74.67
Chi-Sq 81 79.33 82.33 76 83.33 82
GSS 83.33 83 84 78 80.67 81.33
BNS 82.33 81 82.67 81.67 82 81.67
CD 82.67 81.33 81.67 80.67 80.33 81.67
Imp Chi-Sq 80.67 82.67 82.33 74.66 76.67 78.67
MRDC 68.67 68.33 69.33 63.67 69.33 69
Table 5: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers on IRD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 62.67 58 63.33 58 63.67 63
Chi-Sq 76.67 77 76.67 68 78.67 72
GSS 76 70.67 70.33 66 76.33 71.67
BNS 74 71.67 71.33 65.33 76.33 74.33
CD 75 70 70 69 77.67 71.67
Imp Chi-Sq 71.33 68.33 69.33 68 72.67 69.67
MRDC 64.33 60.33 61.67 59 68.67 61.33
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Table 6: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble
Classifiers on IRD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 66 66 64.67 63.33 67 66
Chi-Sq 77.67 77.67 77.33 70 79.67 75.33
GSS 76.33 73.67 73 69 78.33 73.33
BNS 75.33 72.67 75 66.67 76.67 75.33
CD 76 73.67 75.33 71.67 79 74.33
Imp Chi-Sq 78 69 70.67 66.33 74 72.33
MRDC 65 59 63.67 61 68.67 65.33
Table 7: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace
Ensemble Classifiers on IRD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 63.67 65 63.33 63.67 65.33 64.33
Chi-Sq 77.33 79 77.67 72.67 79.67 75.67
GSS 77 73.67 74.33 71.33 77.33 78.33
BNS 76 77 74.67 70.33 76.67 74.67
CD 76.67 72.67 74.33 70.67 78.67 73.67
Imp Chi-Sq 72 71 71 68.33 73.67 72.33
MRDC 65.67 60.33 64.67 60.33 69.33 64
Table 8: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers on YRD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 63.67 64.33 63.33 61.67 59.33 64
Chi-Sq 79 77 79.33 71.67 76 80
GSS 76.33 77 76 73.33 77 76.33
BNS 77.67 76.67 78.67 74.33 75 75
CD 77 76.67 75.67 71 77.33 76.67
Imp Chi-Sq 76.67 75.67 76.33 69.67 75.67 78.67
MRDC 65.33 63 65 60 64.67 64.67
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Table 9: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble
Classifiers on YRD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 67.33 66.67 67.67 62 65.33 66.67
Chi-Sq 79 78.67 80.67 75.67 80.33 80.33
GSS 78.33 77.67 77.67 75 78.67 81
BNS 79 77 78.67 75.33 81 80.67
CD 79 77 77.67 73.67 79.33 81
Imp Chi-Sq 78 77.67 77.67 71.10 77.67 80.67
MRDC 68.33 67.33 67.67 63 66.67 66.67
Table 10: Accuracy Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace
Ensemble Classifiers on YRD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 68.33 67.67 68.67 63.33 66.67 67
Chi-Sq 79.33 78.67 80.67 74.33 78.67 80.33
GSS 80.33 80.33 80.33 73.33 79 79
BNS 81.33 80.33 81.33 75 81 80.67
CD 81 78.67 79.33 73.67 78.33 78.33
Imp Chi-Sq 77.67 77.67 78.67 73 77.67 79.33
MRDC 68.33 68.33 70 63 67.67 66.67
Table 11: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers on ARD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 69.31 69.66 68.63 65.52 70.20 69.39
Chi-Sq 78.89 76.47 81.38 75.61 82.74 82.35
GSS 81.06 78.89 80.26 78.37 79.87 80.38
BNS 80.28 73.41 80.28 79.43 80.27 79.3
CD 80.27 79.86 79.61 79.05 80.37 80.38
Imp Chi-Sq 78.15 77.90 76.92 75.48 76.16 76.20
MRDC 63.97 60.80 63.00 57.25 65.71 65.23
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Table 12: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
on ARD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 71.59 70.41 72 69.82 75.21 72.66
Chi-Sq 80.67 76.81 81.43 78.2 82.96 82.74
GSS 82.71 80.14 83.28 79.87 82.39 81.60
BNS 81 77.26 82.07 80.7 81.73 81.76
CD 83.11 81.38 83.44 80.42 82.67 82.80
Imp Chi-Sq 80.14 79.44 80.82 75.241 77.01 79.08
MRDC 65.41 71.11 66.42 62.82 74.51 74.57
Table 13: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace Ensemble
Classifiers on ARD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 72.28 70.68 71.53 69.45 72.60 73.43
Chi-Sq 80.55 77.86 81.66 76.92 83.77 82.58
GSS 83.77 82.22 84 79.99 81.76 82.28
BNS 81.40 79.86 82.07 81.10 81.88 81.48
CD 82.89 80.08 81.61 80.54 81.50 82.32
Imp Chi-Sq 80.67 81.56 81.27 75.64 78.53 79.22
MRDC 64.93 62.75 64.34 69.47 66.91 66.67
Table 14: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers on IRD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 60.28 57.89 53.33 60.71 62.28 58.11
Chi-Sq 76.97 77.67 77.99 72.41 79.08 66.93
GSS 75.34 67.16 70.43 71.5 77.17 66.4
BNS 72.54 69.09 70.34 60.61 76.25 72.59
CD 74.40 66.17 70.19 74.38 78.46 66.40
Imp Chi-Sq 70.75 66.43 68.92 64.71 73.55 67.15
MRDC 59.93 53.70 55.25 49.8 67.36 50.85
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Table 15: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
on IRD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 63.31 65.07 61.87 65.19 68.97 61.36
Chi-Sq 78.18 78.18 78.21 73.37 79.87 72.59
GSS 76.09 73.22 72.35 72.57 78.69 68.75
BNS 73.19 70.71 73.31 63.50 76.35 74.13
CD 76.32 72.47 73.19 75.22 80.25 70.27
Imp Chi-Sq 71.82 68.04 69.44 63.8 74.51 69.82
MRDC 63.16 52.87 56.57 54.83 71.17 59.69
Table 16: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace Ensemble
Classifiers on IRD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 61.48 59.77 58.96 61.75 63.89 61.65
Chi-Sq 77.92 79.61 78.59 75.45 80.39 73.45
GSS 76.92 71.27 74.42 74.85 78.06 77.19
BNS 75 68.82 72.46 67.39 76.67 73.05
CD 75.52 70.07 72.59 74.7 79.49 69.73
Imp Chi-Sq 72 69.04 70.10 67.13 74.1 68.68
MRDC 61.99 54.41 57.49 54.05 68.28 57.14
Table 17: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Base Classifiers on YRD
Base Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 59.17 54.08 54.54 59.36 62.11 58.46
Chi-Sq 77.89 74.54 78.10 69.53 77.78 79.59
GSS 73.99 74.35 73.91 72.03 78.09 75.93
BNS 75.09 72.44 76.98 72 77.20 77.20
CD 74.73 72.87 73.45 70.10 78.84 76.35
Imp Chi-Sq 74.26 71.81 73.99 66.67 76.83 77.30
MRDC 60.61 53.94 58.80 53.85 68.45 68.45
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Table 18: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
on YRD
Bagging Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 62.88 61.24 60.08 60.42 68.09 62.41
Chi-Sq 78.64 76.81 79.58 74.74 79.99 80.13
GSS 76.36 75.81 75.63 73.68 80 80
BNS 76.22 73.15 76.29 72.18 80 79.27
CD 77.09 72.94 75.09 72.28 80.63 80.14
Imp Chi-Sq 76.26 74.52 75.64 71.08 78.86 79.72
MRDC 65.20 61.41 62.55 57.99 70.06 70.41
Table 19: F1-Scores of FS techniques trained using Random Subspace Ensemble
Classifiers on YRD
Random Subspace Ensemble Classifiers
FS Techniques LR SVM-RBF SVM-Linear DT MNB BNB
OR 62.75 59.76 62.99 61.54 65.28 62.92
Chi-Sq 78.62 77.30 80 73.72 78.23 80.27
GSS 80.13 79.44 79.15 73.15 80.73 78.93
BNS 80 78.39 79.56 72.92 80.13 79.58
CD 79.86 76.64 80.75 73.93 80 79.62
Imp Chi-Sq 77.29 74.91 75.94 71.17 79.13 78.47
MRDC 63.88 64.15 65.91 57.47 71.04 70.24
5.1 Comparison among FS techniques:
Among the FS techniques, Chi-Square (Chi) and Count Difference (CD) performed
better than other FS techniques. Count Difference takes the relative frequencies be-
tween classes. Therefore, if a feature occurs frequently in one class compared to
other, it’s CD value will be high. It means that the feature is important in sentiment
analysis. Also, if a feature is present in both the classes with less frequency differ-
ence, it doesn’t help much in distinguishing between classes. The CD value will be
less for such features, thereby neglecting the feature which is of limited importance.
Chi-Square test helps in finding the dependency of a feature on a the class. If the Chi-
Square value is less, feature is much likely to be independent of class. Such feature,
contribute very little in classification.
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5.2 Comparison among Base Classifiers:
Multinomial Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression achieved significantly better per-
formance than other base classifiers.
5.3 Comparison among Ensemble methods:
Random Subspace performed better than Bagging in sentiment classification. In Bag-
ging, classifiers are trained on subsets of data but with the same feature set as original
data. This can sometimes lead to overfitting. In case of Random Subspace, Classifiers
are trained on feature subsets and hence classifiers performance will be better.
6 Comparison with Neural Networks
We compare the best performing Feature Selection techniques as discussed in section
5.2 with some of the neural network architectures1.
6.1 Datasets
We used the following datasets for comparison between Neural Networks and FS
techniques.
6.1.1 Movie Reviews (MR)
Movie Reviews (MR) is a binary sentiment classification dataset [45]. It has 5331
positive and 5331 negative reviews. We used the training and test data split as used
by Liu [50].
6.2 Multi Domain Dataset
Multi Domain Dataset consists of review sentences from 4 domains Books, DVD,
Electronics, Kitchen. Each domain has 2000 reviews with 1000 positive and 1000
negative polarity reviews2.
1Code will be available at repository https://github.com/avinashsai/MTAP
2Train,Test splits can found in https://github.com/avinashsai/Cross-domain-sentiment-
analysis/tree/master/Dataset/Actualdata
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6.3 Comparison Methods
6.3.1 FastText+LSTM
FastText [47] is a distributional word vector model, which treats the word embedding
as the average of word and its n-grams. FastText model is pretrained on training data
and then fed into a LSTM network.
6.3.2 Paragraph2Vec
Paragraph2Vec (PV) [48] is similar to Word2Vec model except that Paragraph2Vec
outputs a single vector for each paragraph. We train Paragraph2Vec on training data
and Feed Forward Neural Network is used as the classifier. We considered DBOW
and DM models for training Paragraph2Vec.
6.3.3 LSTM
LSTM is a strong baseline for sentiment analysis. We used GloVe pretrained word
vectors3 as the input to LSTM.
6.3.4 Bi-LSTM
In Bi-LSTM, one LSTM is trained from the beginning of the sentence and another
LSTM is trained from the end of the sentence. The final hidden states of both LSTMs’
are concatenated for final prediction.
6.3.5 Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNN achieved state of the art results in text classification [17]. We examined CNN-
rand [17] which uses randomly initialized word embeddings as input and CNN-static
[17] which uses pretrained word vectors as input and are not updated in training.
6.3.6 Transformable Convolutional Neural Network (TF)
It is a variant of CNN, proposed, to provide CNNs the flexibility to learn complex
features and adaptability for transformation of features in text classification [49]. TF-
DCNN and TF-MCCNN are the two models used as baselines.
Table 20, 21 shows the performance comparison of neural network architectures
with feature selection techniques. Results show that feature selection methods trained
using Ensemble classifiers achieved better results than neural network architectures.
3http;//nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.840B.300d.zip
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Table 20: Accuracy scores on sentiment analysis datasets. Every neural network
model is ran 5 times and averaged result is reported.
Model MR Books DVD Electronics Kitchen
Fasttext 53.65 49.15 48.99 54.39 52.54
PV-DBOW 58.3 69.6 69.25 69.1 73.44
PV-DM 58.08 70.24 69.10 68.3 72.6
LSTM 75.97 72.55 72.3 72.55 78.7
Bi-LSTM 75.64 72.45 74.8 72.45 79.35
CNN-Rand 73.20 74.1 71.2 74.1 81.45
CNN-Static 73.20 74.04 71 74.04 81.35
TF-DCNN [49] − 82.0 81.3 81.7 81.2
TF-MCCNN [49] − 81 81.6 81.1 81.4
CD+LR+Bag 75.09 79.75 87.25 82.75
CD+LR+RS 75.63 75.63 82.25 87.25 84.25
CD+MNB+Bag 75.63 75.63 82 82.75 82
CD+MNB+RS 75.54 75.55 81.5 83.25 82.75
Chi+LR+Bag 75.40 79 83.5 84.75 84
Chi+LR+RS 75.46 80 83.25 84.5 83.5
Chi+MNB+Bag 76.36 79.75 84.5 84.75 83.75
Chi+MNB+RS 76.47 79.75 84 84.75 83.75
Table 21: F1-Scores on sentiment analysis datasets. Every neural network model is
ran 5 times and averaged result is reported.
Model MR Books DVD Electronics Kitchen
Fasttext 49.42 51.19 45.44 55.07 50.75
PV-DBOW 59.60 70.47 71.35 70.63 73.54
PV-DM 58.85 70.96 70.54 69.81 72.75
LSTM 75.90 73.21 73.65 73.21 78.77
Bi-LSTM 75.89 73.64 75.01 73.64 79.33
CNN-Rand 73.51 75.32 71.01 75.32 80.86
CNN-Static 73.54 75.31 70.78 75.31 80.74
TF-DCNN [49] − − − − −
TF-MCCNN [49] − − − − −
CD+LR+Bag 74.85 74.85 80.57 87.46 82.26
CD+LR+RS 75.49 75.49 82.64 87.46 83.96
CD+MNB+Bag 75.95 75.96 81.63 82.79 82.26
CD+MNB+RS 75.58 75.58 81.02 83.37 82.70
Chi+LR+Bag 75.46 78.85 83.66 84.86 83.15
Chi+LR+RS 75.62 79.80 83.69 84.57 83.07
Chi+MNB+Bag 76.70 80.56 84.42 85.37 83.95
Chi+MNB+RS 76.89 80.09 83.83 85.15 83.87
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Fig. 2: Training times for models on Books dataset
Fig. 3: Number of OOV words for each dataset
Table 22: Number of Model Parameters on Books Dataset
Model No.of Parameters
LR 8001
LSTM 5,652,633
Bi-LSTM 5,884,033
CNN-rand 5,821,801
CNN-static 5,821,801
6.4 Advantages of using FS techniques over Neural Networks:
FS techniques has the following merits compared to Neural Networks:
6.4.1 Handling Out-of-Vocabulary Words (OOV):
The input to these neural network architectures are pretrained word embeddings.
These are trained on large corpora of nearly 1.6 billion words. However, one of the
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major problems with these embedding models is the inability to handle unknown
or Out-of-Vocabulary Words (OOV). Figure 3 shows the number of OOV words for
each dataset. Also, these embedding models suffer from word sense disambiguation
in which the same word can have different contextual meanings. For example “bank”.
For data scarce languages, it is hard to train word2vec models. On the other hand, FS
techniques don’t have OOV problem because they operates at word level. Also, FS
techniques can be used to perform sentiment analysis even with very limited data and
hence don’t suffer from data scarcity.
6.4.2 Training Time and Model Hyperparameters:
Figure 2 shows the training time for different models. Table 22 shows the number
of parameters required to train a model. The time and model parameters required to
train FS techniques with Ensemble Classifiers are significantly very less compared to
neural network architectures like LSTM, CNN.
7 Conclusion
From the experiments, it is evident that Feature Selection techniques achieve excel-
lent results on sentiment analysis. Among FS techniques, Chi-Square and Count Dif-
ference showed superior results. Among Base Classifiers, Multinomial Naive Bayes
and Logistic Regression demonstrate remarkable performance. In case of Ensemble
methods, Random Subspace achieved superior results compared to Bagging. FS tech-
niques trained using Ensemble techniques outperformed neural network architectures
with less number of parameters and training time thereby reducing the need for ex-
tensive hyper-parameter tuning.
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